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Membership: 12
Carry forward: $368.61

Lookout related information:

- Completed the restoration of Monjeau Lookout (a National Register listed site) after it was burned over during the 2012 Little Bear Fire. Restored the cabin and shed at Bluewater Lookout (a National Register listed site). Completed the restoration of Wofford Lookout (a National Register listed site) cabin and shed, and restored four window frames and manufactured four missing frames. Wofford Lookout cab is still undergoing restoration. Installed a “Buck and Pole” fence around the previously restored (2011) Carissa Lookout (a National Register listed site).
- Hosted the 2013 Western FFLA Conference in Mayhill, NM in September, assisted by Arizona Director Dave Lorenz with the program. During the conference attendees were able to visit all the standing lookouts (9) on the Lincoln National Forest, and also the Smokey Bear Museum and burial plot in Capitan, NM.

Note: Carissa and Wofford cabin and shed interiors have been developed as cabin rentals for a future program (hopefully).

Goals for 2014:
- Submit the outstanding Lincoln Lookouts to the NLR.
- Install a mock lookout cab exhibit in the Sunspot National Solar Observatory Visitor’s Center within the Lincoln National Forest’s educational area.
- Complete the restoration of the Wofford Lookout cab.
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